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Nous sommes heureux de 
vous accueillir chez nous pour 
les NRHA European Affiliate 
Championships, NRHA Ancillary 
Show et Championnat Suisse de 
Reining 2022, le tout sous l'égide 
de la SVAG CS Classic.

Encore une fois, nous accueillerons 
les meilleurs cavaliers de reining 
d'Europe et encore une fois, 
nous avons concentré tous nos 
efforts pour offrir les meilleures 
conditions à tous les participants, 
les officiels et les invités. 

Mais la SVAG CS Classic se doit 
aussi d’être un moment de répit 
en ces temps difficiles. Quelques 
jours pour souffler et pour profiter 
du dynamisme du Reining, de 
l’intelligence des Quarter Horses 
et de la motivation des cavaliers. 
Et des installations soigneusement 
entretenues, du beau paysage et 
des agréables journées d'été. 

Le „Summer of Reining" au CS 
Ranch célèbrera à nouveau le grand 
art du reining et des moments de 
détente qui s’en suivent. 

Le reining est un sport merveilleux. 
Outre l'amour du cheval, il exige 
de la discipline et de l'assiduité 
à l'entraînement, mais aussi de 
la finesse, de la sensibilité et un 
esprit d'équipe. 

Venez tomber amoureux des 
chevaux et de ce sport avec nous 
et profitez de belles journées 
spectaculaires au CS Ranch. 

SOYEZ LES  
BIENVENUS

Wir freuen uns, Sie hier bei uns zu 
Gast zu haben, wenn wir die NRHA 
European Affiliate Championships 
gemeinsam mit der NRHA Ancil-
lary Show und der Schweizer Rein-
ing Meisterschaft 2022, alles unter 
dem Dach der SVAG CS Classic 
ausrichten.

Es werden wieder die besten Rein-
ing-Reiter Europas bei uns zu Gast 
sein, und wir haben uns erneut be-
müht, allen Teilnehmern, Offiziel-
len und Gästen die besten Bedin-
gungen zu bieten. 

Die SVAG CS Classic sollen aber 
auch ein paar Tage zum Durchat-
men sein in diesen durchaus ans-
trengenden Zeiten. Ein paar Tage 
zum Durchatmen und Geniessen 
– den dynamischen Sport Reining, 
die intelligenten Quarter Horses, 
die motivierten Reiter. Aber auch 
die liebevoll gepflegte Anlage, die 
wunderschöne Landschaft und die 
heimeligen Sommertage. 

Der „Summer of Reining“ auf der 
CS Ranch soll auch diesmal die 
hohe Kunst des Reining und der 
Entspannung danach zelebrieren. 

Reining ist ein wunderbarer Sport. 
Er erfordert neben der Liebe zum 
Pferd Dispziplin und Trainingseifer, 
aber auch Feingefühl, Sensibilität 
und Teamgeist. 

Verlieben Sie sich mit uns in die Pfer-
de und den Sport und geniessen Sie 
schöne und spektakuläre Tage auf 
der CS Ranch in Givrins. 

EIN HERZLICHES 
WILLKOMMEN

Eric Obrecht, Show ManagerCorinna Schumacher, Owner

We are delighted to have you here 
with us as we host the NRHA Eu-
ropean Affiliate Championships 
together with the NRHA Ancil-
lary Show and the Swiss Reining 
Championship 2022, all under the 
umbrella of the SVAG CS Classic.

We will once again be hosting the 
best reining riders in Europe, and 
we have once again made every ef-
fort to provide the best conditions 
for all participants, officials, and 
guests. 

But the SVAG CS Classic should 
also be a few days to take a deep 
breath in these quite exhausting 
times. A few days to breathe and 
enjoy - the dynamic sport of Rein-
ing, the intelligent Quarter Horses, 
the motivated riders. But also the 
lovingly maintained facilities, the 
beautiful landscape and the cosy 
summer days. 

The „Summer of Reining" at the 
CS Ranch will once again celebrate 
the high art of reining and the re-
laxation afterwards. 

Reining is a wonderful sport. It re-
quires not only a love of horses, 
but also discipline and training 
enthusiasm, as well as sensitivity, 
sensibility, and team spirit. 

Fall in love with the horses and the 
sport with us and enjoy beautiful 
and spectacular days at the CS 
Ranch in Givrins.

A VERY WARM  
WELCOME
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Our motto is „Summer of Reining”, and this year 
again it hits the core of it – welcome to the sunniest 
of all reining show (and we mean that in every sense 
of the word)!

It is now more than 15 years that the CS Ranch is 
hosting remarkable reining shows. This year we are 
proud to host the NRHA European Affiliate Champi-
onships, together with the NRHA Ancillary show and 
the Swiss Reining Championships 2022 – all under 
the umbrella of renowned SVAG CS Classic. 

And we are not less proud to announce that this goes 
for next year as well.

Corinna, Gina and their Team, over the years, have 
made their marks in the sport they both love so much. 
Reining achieved acceptance amongst the riders as 
well as populartity in a wider audience. 

Thanks also to shows like the SVAG CS Classic, the 
sport is much more known in Europe now that is was 
still some few years ago, and is not regarded any-
more as the spare time pleasure of some outsiders 
who like to play cowboys. 

Today, Corinna is one of very few „Million Dollar 
Owners” in Europe, and Gina is on the best way to 
become one of the few European „Million Dollar 
Riders”, a showcase to both their attitude and sport-
ing spirit. It is worth adding that their success comes 

with a strong mindset of horses’ wellbeing; a mes-
sage they both stand in for strongly. 

The Team of CS Ranch all share Corinna’s and Gina’s 
attitude by trying to constantly improve their daily 
work at the Ranch as well as the SVAG CS Classic 
Show. It is not by chance that experienced show-man-
ager Eric Obrecht since many years is overlooking the 
organisation. 

His ambition every year is to top himself again – and, 
frankly, he manages to achieve not only that but also 
to establish the show in the area. There are more and 
more non-specialized spectators from the villages 
around entering our Ranch and the Arena, and we try 
to make them as welcome as the Reining crowd. 

When watching the patterns and how seriously the 
rider and his horse are fighting to compete well, the 
spectators understand how much constant and pre-
cise work is behind. 

As Corinna would describe it: „We have a great re-
spect for everybody who gets himself into this. There 
is a lot of work involved, plus a lot of team-work with 
your horse. This is not about dominating the animal, 
this is about being a team. Amongst the Reining rid-
ers, everybody has admiration for the efforts of the 
others, and both for this attitude and the hard training 
I strongly believe Reining has deserved to be consid-
ered a serious competition.“

The

CS Classic
Highest level of Reining, highest level of fun

Provided by CS Ranch

SVAG
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Dear guests,

In advance we wish you a great and exciting sporting event here at the CS Ranch.

Schweizer Vermögensberatung is part of the DVAG Group in Germany, the larg-
est financial advisory firm in Europe. With our bancassurance advisory concept we 
focus on the needs, goals and wishes of our clients, enabling them to successfully 
build their wealth.

We are especially proud to be a loyal sponsor of the CS Classic at Corinna  
Schumacher's Ranch. This partnership resultet from the friendship between the fam-
ily of Prof. Dr. Reinfried Pohl (the founder of our German, Austrian and Swiss finan-
cial advisory firms) and the Schuhmacher family. Since 1996 DVAG sponsored the 
seven-time Formula One World Champion Michael Schumacher. Today this sponsor-
ship continues and has been deepened with Mick and Gina-Maria Schumacher, the 
children of Michael and Corinna.

Corinna Schumacher is also an excellent example of competence, commitment and 
humanitiy with her CS Ranch. These are values which we too hold ourselves in the 
DVAG group and also at Schweizer Vermögensberatung. We are proud that together 
with Corinna Schumacher and the CS Ranch we have been able to support the ex-
ceptional and professional reining competitions for years. Also this year's champion-
ship promises again exciting competitions with top sporting performances.

Schweizer Vermögensberatung focuses on comprehensive bancassurance ad-
vice for its clients. We record the wishes and goals of our clients and support them 
in building up their assets in a targeted manner. We accompany our clients for insur-
ance issues, investments, home financing and financial planning. Thus, we find the 
right financial solutions for our clients and accompany them in every phase of life.

SVAG Schweizer Vermögensberatung Aktiengesellschaft
Soodmattenstrasse 2 CH-8134 Adliswil ZH
Telefon +41 43 3771300 Telefax +41 43 3771301
www.svag.ch info@svag.com







$ 8,500-Added NRHA Non Pro
Yesterday´s Highlights Part 1

CSSVAG Classic

                          Posting a big 223.5, Gina Schumacher and CS Walla-
wallaboom (2016 American Quarter Horse gelding sired by NRHA Million 
Dollar Sire Walla Walla Whiz out of Cheeky Boom) won the $ 8,500-Added 
NRHA Non Pro. 

Boom! 

Congrats!

Reserve Champion: Adrienne Speidel & Wimpysshortstride BB 3rd, Gina Schumacher with Alittlewhitetrash



$ 12,000-Added NRHA Open
Yesterday´s Highlights Part 2

CSSVAG Classic

                   Winner of the 
day´s last competition, the  
$ 12,000-Added NRHA Open, 
was Grischa Ludwig from 
Germany riding Alexandra 
Schmitz's 2016 American 
Quarter Horse stallion Gunnit 
In Hollywood (NRHA Six Mil-
lion Dollar Sire Gunnatrashya 
x Buffy In Hollywood). They 
were scoring a huge 229!

Bang! 

Congrats!Reserve Champion: Ann Fonck  & Colonels Whize Gun

3rd, Bernard Fonck with ND Pop Gun Trash



Congrats!
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2022
The Stage is Set for the NRHA European Championships

Provided by Simona Diale

CSSVAG Classic

Following two days of intense competition featuring 
NRHA ancillary classes counting a phenomenal 
number of entries, contenders from 15 nations will 
be vying for the SVAG CS Classic 2022 NRHA 
European Affiliate Championship titles at CS Ranch 
in Givrins, Switzerland, on Friday through Saturday.

Set between the beautiful hills of the Nyon district 
and Lake Léman, the state-of-the art Ranch owned 
by NRHA Million Dollar Owner Corinna Schumacher 
provided great competition under a blue sky.

The friendly family atmosphere, surrounded by the 
beautiful and comfortable environment for both 
horses and riders, has again made the event which 
has come back to CS Ranch for 2022 and 2023 highly 
successful.

The SVAG CS Classic also includes the Swiss Reining 
Championship, the World Para Reining European 
Championship, and the $ 8,500-Added NRHA Non 
Pro and $ 12,000-Added NRHA Open classes which 
will close the day on Friday.

We´ve seen a lot of great rides in the past days, 
congratulations to all the winners on the following 
pages.



SVAG CS Classic  
$ 300-Added NRHA Novice 
Horse Non Pro Level 2

Vladimír Čejka,  a youth rider from the Czech Republic rode 
his own American Quarter Horse gelding Remy Rooster SG 
(Remin Whiz x Tea Rooster) to win the $ 300-Added NRHA 
Novice Horse Non Pro Level 2 with a 143.5.

SVAG CS Classic  
$ 300-Added NRHA Novice 
Horse Open Level 2

NRHA Ancillary action continues at the 2022 SVAG CS Classic 
Reining Shows where the 2022 NRHA – National Reining Horse 
Association European Affiliate Champions will be crowned on 
Friday through Sunday.

Winning the $ 300-Added Novice Horse Open Level 2 is Italian 
Stefano Ferri riding A Ruff Spookin Gal, 2016 American Quarter 
Horse mare (NRHA Seven Million Dollar Sire Smart Spook x A 
Ruf Gal), owned by Rosanne Sternberg, to a 142 Score.

SVAG CS Classic  
$ 500-Added NRHA
Rookie Professional

Another winner at the 2022 SVAG CS Classic Reining Shows 
where the 2022 NRHA – National Reining Horse Association 
European Affiliate Champions will be crowned on Friday 
through Sunday.

Topping the $ 500-Added NRHA Rookie Professional with 
a 141 Score is Angelika Dobesova of Slovakia aboard Daša 
Zahradníková's LV Barny Remedys (Remedys Moonshine x 
Majors Queen Mary).

SVAG CS Classic 
Rookie Level 1

Lilian Wohlgensinger of Switzerland & Spooks Martini (NRHA 
Four Million Dollar Sire Spooks Gotta Whiz x Arc Dirty Martini) 
owned by Nadine Wohlgensinger – Score 141
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SVAG CS Classic 
Rookie Level 2

1 tie
Lilian Wohlgensinger of Switzerland & Spooks Martini (NRHA 
Four Million Dollar Sire Spooks Gotta Whiz x Arc Dirty Martini) 
owned by Nadine Wohlgensinger – Score 141

1 tie
Freya Waida of Germany & Smart SS Spook BB (NRHA Seven 
Million Dollar Sire Smart Spook x Soft Whizpers) – Score 141

SVAG CS Classic  
$ 500-Added  
NRHA Limited Non Pro

Thea Karasova of the Czech Republic and her own Playin for 
Big Guns (Tinseltownsmokinggun x Playin For Big Chex) –
Score 215

SVAG CS Classic 
$ 3,000-Added  NRHA  
Intermediate Non Pro

Swiss Nina Zinsli & TR Reinman (NRHA Million Dollar Sire 
Shine Chic Shine x KR Ima Gunner) owned by Christian-Peter 
Zinsli – Score 217 



SVAG CS Classic 
$ 500-Added NRHA Limited Open

Rafal Dolata of Poland & 
CR Blue Chrome  
(NRHA Five Million 
Dollar Sire Gunners 
Special Nite x Nu Chexy) 
owned by  
Nagiec Arkadiusz – 
Score 213 

SVAG CS Classic 
$ 4,000-Added NRHA Intermediate Openpen

Axel Pesek of France 
and his own  
Reloaded Gun  
(NRHA Thirteen Million 
Dollar Sire Gunner x 
Shes Berry Flashy) – 
Score 215.5
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WIRSOL – DIE MARKE DER WIRCON GRUPPE 
SCHWETZINGER STR. 22–26 | 68753 WAGHÄUSEL | DEUTSCHLAND

TEL. +49 (0) 7254  92187 - 0 | FAX 49 (0) 7254  92187 - 99 

INFO@WIRSOL.COM  | WIRSOL.COM

Ein Manöver für  
die erneuerbaren Energien

WIRSOL Aufdach GmbH 
Schwetzinger Str. 22-26 
68753 Waghäusel  
Deutschland

 
^

 

 

www.wrs.eco

Grüner Strom für Industrie, Gewerbe & Privat

Ihr Experte mit
über 13.500  
installierten 
PV-Anlagen.

Ihr Partner für eine  
sonnige Energiezukunft



They also became acquainted with their fellow team 
mates taking part in the NRHA EAC Youth Team 
Tournament along with fun games, with prizes, 
organized by NRHA Director of Youth and Affiliate 
Programs Sara Honegger on site to follow the future 
of the sport of reining in Europe. „It is inspiring to be 
around this group of young reiners and their support 
systems,” said Honegger. „There is such passion for 
the growth of the youth programs in Europe and it 
was such a joy to experience. These individuals are so 
focused and the future of reining looks bright!”

Each team is comprised of two 13 & under and two 
14-18 youth riders. The top three scores will count for 
each team and the highest composite earned in the 
EAC classes to be held today, will take home buckles 
offered by NRHA along with medals awarded to the 
seven teams.

 

2022 CS Classic

The 1st Day of the Show closed with the NRHA Youth Meeting 
with 28 young riders eager to learn more about NRHA youth 
programs, the 2022 Youth World Cup, and the Reining Horse 
Foundation. 
Provided by Simona Diale

SVAG
in GivrinsA Youthful Evening
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EQUUSIR 
BEST-BOX

DETECT - UNDERSTAND - OPTIMIZE
Das sind die Begriffe, die die EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
beschreiben. Es geht darum, im Körper mögliche
Schwachstellen zu erkennen, diese anschließend zu
verstehen und zu optimieren. In der EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
kommen zwei Systeme zur Anwendung. Zum einen
Infrarot-B und zum anderen Photobiomodulation (PBM)
auch bekannt als Frequenztherapie. Die EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
verbindet moderne Highend-Technologie und aktuelle 
Erkenntnisse der Quantenphysik mit dem Health & 
Performance Management (HPM). Dabei steht das   
Akronym „BEST“ für Body-Energy-Solution & Technology.

EQUUSIR
BIONIC-PFLEGE

DESINFIZIEREN - REGENERIEREN - PFLEGEN
Die EQUUSIR BIONIC Pflegeprodukte unterstützen 
Sie bei der Pflege Ihres Pferdes und fördern dessen 
Regeneration. 

• Desinfektion vernichtet 99,9% aller Viren, Pilz-
   sporen sowie Bakterien und ist pH-neutral 
   (pH-Wert 7)
• Hohe Hautverträglichkeit
• Kurze Einwirkzeit
• Keine Rückstände
• Regeneration unterstützt die Bildung neuer 
   Hautzellen und neutralisiert überschüssige 
   Säuren, pH-Wert 10-13

EQUUSIR                      
BIOS-DECKE

NEUROSTIMULATION
Signale, die der Körper versteht!
Die EQUUSIR BIOS-DECKE erzeugt elektromagnetische 
Signale. Sie bauen im körpernahen Raum ein Induktionsfeld 
auf, das über Neuro-Rezeptoren wahrgenommen wird. Vom 
Gehirn werden durch die empfangenen Signale wichtige 
Vitalfunktionen angepasst: Je nach Programm unterscheiden 
sich die Frequenzen des Induktionsfeldes und signalisieren 
damit von „Aktivieren“ bis „Entspannen“ den benötigten 
Zustand.

•  Aktivieren • Vitalisieren • Regenerieren
• Beruhigen • Entspannen • Customized 

EQUUSIR
BEST�BOX

BODY ENERGY
SOLUTION &
TECHNOLOGY 

EQUUSIR GERMANY GMBH | Paul-Engel-Straße 1 | 92729 Weiherhammer | www.equusir.com | info@equusir.com

Die EQUUSIR BEST-BOX kann bei folgenden 
Indikationen unterstützend wirken:

PRÄVENTIV  
SCHWACHSTELLEN ERKENNEN

LÖSEN VON STÖRFELDERN

AKUTE SYMPTOME LINDERN

REGENERATION NACH 
BEANSPRUCHUNG

CHRONISCHE LEIDEN ERKENNEN

HEALTH
BY
INNOVATION



SVAG CS Classic 
$ 200-Added NRHA Non Pro Snaffle Bit 5 & Under

German  
Stephanie Blessing & 
RM Secret Gun Rooster 
(Prize Rooster x Honey 
Gun Chex) owned by  
Grey Stone Ranch 
GmbH –  
Score 212 

SVAG CS Classic 
$ 200-Added NRHA Open Snaffle Bit 4 & Under

Stefano Ferri of Italy 
& BO RANCH's Spook 
Design (NRHA Seven 
Million Dollar Sire Smart 
Spook x Designed With 
Shine) – Score 215
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SVAG CS Classic 
$ 100-Added NRHA Youth 13 & Under 

Victoire Molla 
Guisset of France & 
Jacbsailnthrulites  
(Hit The Lights x  
Jolly Be Nimble)  
owned by  
Laetitia Guisset –  
Score 209

SVAG CS Classic 
$100-Added NRHA Youth 14-18

Swiss Sophia Staub 
& Gunslinger Lil Step 
(NRHA Twelve Million 
Dollar Sire  
Wimpys Little Step x 
Playguns Rose)  
owned by  
Sabine Schmid –  
Score 213.5
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First champions were crowned at the  CS Classic Reining Shows 2022 
NRHA European Affiliate Championships held at CS RANCH.

French Axel Pesek riding his own 2014 American Quarter Horse stallion 
Reloaded Gun (NRHA Thirteen Million Dollar Sire Gunner x Shes Berry 
Flashy) scored a 216.5 to share the $ 5,000-Added NRHA EAC Intermediate 
Open Championship with Steve Ouellet aboard Steadynest Dude (2011 
American Quarter Horse stallion sired by Steadys Dude out of Finest 
Chicolena) owned by Christian Koehl of Germany and bred by Roberto 
Prevosti.

Ouellet and his mount were also crowned $ 2,000-Added NRHA EAC 
Limited Open Champions.

INTERMEDIATE & LIMITED OPEN
Provided by Simona Diale

NRHA
EUROPEAN

AFFILIATE
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Axel Pesek & Reloaded Gun

Steve Quellet on Steadynest Dude
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Sára Karasová on KH Yankee Step

Sabine Schmid on Big Code
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Winning the 2022 $1,500-Added SVAG CS Classic NRHA European 
Affiliate Championship Limited Non Pro title with a 219 score, is Sára 
Karasová of Czech Republic riding her own KH Yankee Step, a 2015 
American Quarter Horse gelding sire by NRHA Million Dollar Sire 
Rowdy Yankee out of Step A Little Closer.

Scoring a 220.5, the 2022 $4,000-Added SVAG CS Classic NRHA 
European Affiliate Championship Intermediate Non Pro Champions 
are Swiss Sabine Schmid and her own 2015 American Quarter Horse 
gelding Big Code (Electric Code x Roosterina).

INTERMEDIATE & LIMITED NON PRO
Provided by Simona Diale

NRHA
EUROPEAN

AFFILIATE
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GIB ALLES! 
 AUCH DEINEM KÖRPER.

Das ROSBACHER Idealverhältnis von Calcium 
zu Magnesium – gibt dem Körper genau das zurück, 
was er braucht. Empfohlen vom Deutschen Institut 
für Sporternährung e. V.            www.rosbacher.de
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Today, reining is recognized internationally as an 
equine sport of great significance that appeals to 
participants and spectators alike. The combination of 
speed and power maneuvers with amazing control 
and finesse makes the sport fascinating to watch. 
The judging system allows spectators to closely 
follow the determination of the winners and be part 
of the show while being entertained by breathtaking 
performances.

Reining is a judged event designed to show the 
athletic ability of a ranch type horse in the confines 
of a show arena. The blood that flows through these 
amazing animals derives in fact from work on the 
ranches – they are sweet, they are athletic, they 
are docile, they have been carefully bred, and they 
conquer the hearts of many.

In reining competition, contestants are required to run 
one of several approved patterns which include small 
slow circles and large fast circles to demonstrate 
speed control; flying lead changes, rollbacks over the 
hocks, a series of 360 degree spins done in place, and 
the exciting sliding stops that are the hallmark of the 
reining horse.

Let’s get technical: 
patterns in a nutshell
All NRHA patterns are divided into seven or eight 
maneuver groups:

Circles 
Circles are maneuvers at the lope, of designated size 
and speed, which demonstrate control, willingness to 
guide, and degree of difficulty in speed and speed 
changes. Circles must at all times be run in the geo-
graphical area of the arena specified in the pattern 
description and must have a common center point. 
There must be a clearly defined difference in the 
speed and size of a small, slow circle, and a large, fast 
circle; also, the speed and size of small, slow right 
circles should be similar to the small, slow left circles; 
and the speed and size of the large, fast right circles 
should be similar to the large, fast left circles. 

ReiningThe Art of

If you think Reining looks cool and easy, well …it’s not, even though 

great horses and riders make it seem as though it is!

Provided by Simona Diale
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Spins
Spins are a series of 360 degree turns, executed over 
a stationary (inside) hind leg. Propulsion for the spin 
is supplied by the outside rear leg and front legs, and 
contact should be made with the ground and a front 
leg. The location of hindquarters should be fixed at 
the start of the spin and maintained throughout the 
spins and cadence, attitude, smoothness, finesse and 
speed are imperative.

Hesitate 
To hesitate is the act of demonstrating the horse’s 
ability to stand in a relaxed manner at a designated 
time in a pattern. In a hesitation, the horse is required 
to remain motionless and relaxed. All patterns require 
a hesitation at the end of the patterns to demonstrate 
to the judge(s) the completion of the pattern.

Lead Changes
Lead changes are the act of changing the leading legs 
of the front and rear pairs of legs at a lope, when 
changing the direction traveled. The lead change must 
be executed at a lope with no change of gait or speed 
and be performed in the exact geographical position 
in the arena specified in the pattern description. The 
change of front and rear leads must take place within 
the same stride to avoid penalty.

Rundowns
Run downs are runs through the middle of the arena, 
and runs along the side and ends of the arena. Run 
downs and run-arounds should demonstrate control 
and gradual increase in speed to the stop.

Stops
Stops are the act of slowing the horse from a lope 
to a stop position by bringing the hind legs under the 
horse in a locked position sliding on the hind feet. The 
horse should enter the stop position by bending the 
back, bringing the hind legs further under the body 
while maintaining forward motion and ground contact 
and cadence with front legs. Throughout the stop, the 
horse should continue in a straight line while main-
taining ground contact with the hind feet.



Rollbacks 
Rollbacks are the 180-degree reversal of forward 
motion completed by running to a stop, rolling (turning) 
the shoulders back to the opposite direction over the 
hocks and departing in a canter, as one continuous 
motion. The NRHA Handbook states no hesitation; 
however, a slight pause to regain footing or balance 
should not be deemed hesitation. The horse should 
not step ahead or backup prior to rolling back.

Backups: 
A backup is a maneuver requiring the horse to be 
moved in a reverse motion in a straight line a required 
distance; at least ten feet.
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Gina’s Bar
An evening at

This year's SVAG CS Classics has pampered us 
all with sunny days and balmy evenings, and over 
the course of the show week, one location on 
beautiful CS Ranch has built itself up to be the 
secret hot-spot in Givrins.

Gina's Bar was born from the idea of being able 
to sit comfortably directly at the warm-up area. 
Over the years, the cosy seating area became 
more and more a stylish and relaxed little bar, 
which has meanwhile become the favourite 
place on the show grounds.

There's no getting around it: this year, alongside 
all the great horses and riders who braved the 
heat, Gina's Bar was a bit of a star of the show…
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Sometimes, even horses have to fly: When sport
ing or breeding horses change owners across 
international boundaries or tournament horses 
need to be transported for competitions abroad, 
flying is often the quickest and kindest way.  
But transport still requires real sensitivity for  

all those involved, as horses are naturally nervous 
animals that are jumpy about anything out of  
the ordinary. The employees at the Lufthansa 
Cargo Animal Lounge at Frankfurt Airport have 
real empathy and finesse where these creatures 
are concerned.

Into the skies on four hooves.
Horses travel first class with Lufthansa Cargo.

Editorial advertisement of Lufthansa Cargo.

They look after more than 2,000 horses a year, aiming  
to make their stay and their travel to far-off lands as  
comfortable as possible. There are around 4,000 
square meters in Frankfurt set aside for looking  
after, feeding, housing and the further transport  
of animal passengers.

Sabine Grebe, who has been in charge of the Animal 
Lounge since 2010, is herself a passionate dressage 
and western rider. Like so many of her colleagues,  
she has turned her passion for animals into a career: 
“We all put our hearts into this, 24 hours a day,  
365 days a year.” There is no other way, as the 
four-legged passengers are very demanding and 
require particular attention. 

“We do our utmost to keep their stress levels down  
as low as possible,” says Sabine Grebe. This is particu-
larly thanks to the special containers developed by 
Lufthansa Cargo. They are perfectly adapted to the 
needs of the horses. “At the same time, all transports 
are planned such that we can load in peace and give 
all the horses plenty of time,” Sabine Grebe says,  
explaining to horse owners how careful they are.
After the containers are loaded, the freighter is immedi-
ately ready on the apron. “The routes are deliberately 
kept short,” reports Sabine Grebe. “Finally, we make 
sure that the animals are only boarded shortly before 
takeoff.” The containers are loaded slowly and carefully 
into the aircraft using a lifting platform and secured in 
place. All animals are accompanied at all times by  
a qualified groom who looks after their charges  
throughout the journey.

With all these careful measures, it is no surprise that 
even national teams from various countries rely on  
the expertise of Lufthansa Cargo and entrust the  
airline with the transport of their valuable horses.  
And all the leading breeders are always happy to  
use the services in Frankfurt again.

Once the moment arrives when the horses are high 
above the clouds, beginning to peek curiously out of 
their containers and nibbling on their hay, Sabine Grebe 
and her team know they have once again done  
a first-class job.

lufthansacargo.com
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For European enquiries:  
Muriel de Moubray  
00 33 6 45 27 03 89 
muriel.demoubray@markel.com

For US enquiries:  
Frank Costantini 
001 330-518-4120 
frank.costantini@markel.com

Our business. 
Your peace of mind.

2022 Markel European Futurity Non 
Pro Level 3 Champions and Level 4 
Reserve Champions

Use this QR code 
to visit our website

Nadine Kamintzky and her Frozen Gambler aka Greg

Copyright: Wanted Photo

2021 NRHA — IRHA — IRHBA Futurity Non 
Pro Levels 1&2 Champions and Level 3 
Reserve Champions

Markel 
Reining.



All competitors start with 70 points, which is the  
average mark for completing a pattern. The judge 
evaluates the quality and execution of each maneuver 
in steps of ½ points from minus 1 ½ up to plus 1 ½.  
0 stands for an average, correct maneuver. 

In special situations penalties ranging from ½ to 5 
may be applied and subsequently subtracted from 
the score. This i.e., to name a few, could be missing 
a marker, lope in the wrong lead, touching the horse 
or the saddle horn. 

If the contestant does not end the spins after exactly 
4 turns (tolerance of +/- ¼ turn) or does not follow the 
required pattern, the total score will be 0. 

Illegal equipment, abuse of a course or misconduct 
of a rider will lead to a “No Score” which means  
disqualification. 

Reining is a fast sport making scoring very demand-
ing for the judges. It means following every rider, 
every maneuver with sharpened senses and highest 
concentration in order to judge fairly. This is where 
the “scribes” play an important role, writing down 
every maneuver score the judge dictates on a special 
score sheet or typing into a score board. 

In case of doubt a score can be held back at the end 
of a run (Hold Score). As every run is recorded by 
an official camera team, the judges are allowed to 
review the run to complete or correct their decision 
and thereafter announce the final score.

ABOUT THE JUDGES

Reining competitions are solely scored by judges 
who are educated by the NRHA (National Reining 
Horse Association) or the FEI (Fédération Equestre 
Internationale). They run through an educational pro-
gram with a final examination and certification, which 
has to be repeated and passed every two years to  
continue the status of a certified judge. 

Depending on the event there are one to three, in 
high class events five judges scoring. With five scor-
ing judges, the highest and the lowest score are 
scratched and the remaining three scores are added 
for the final score. 

WHAT MAKES 
         THE SCORE?
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World Para 
Reining

European 
Champions
With a 220.5 score, Frigg Birt Müller 
from Denmark and her own Belles 
Flair were crowned World Para 
Reining European Champions at the 
2022 SVAG CS Classic Reining 
Shows NRHA – National Reining 
Horse Association European Affiliate 
Championships. Congratulations! 
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...we are able to make the SVAG CS Classic an event of its own. And 
only thanks to our main partners have we been able to make our mark as 
a well-reputed event, known far beyond the borders of Europe. 

Building up wealth for everyone is the motto of the Schweizer 
Vermögensberatung SVAG (=Swiss Wealth Consultants), the Swiss 
part of the Deutsche Vermögensberatung DVAG. The SVAG consultants 
help you make the right decisions in financial areas. 

Wirsol is a global developer of solar energy projects. Offering services 
that include the planning, construction and financing of solar systems, 
Wirsol helps customers gain control over energy costs.

For more than 30 years, Lufthansa Cargo has been flying horses to 
competitions around the world. Thanks to the latest horse containers 
and the Frankfurt Animal Lounge, even horses are traveling First Class.

Home Deluxe has the mission to proof that quality does not have to be 
expensive – and has thus created an online platform for everything to do 
with Home and Garden. 

NRHA Corporate Partner Markel, Official Equine Insurance Partner of 
NRHA; and NRHA Corporate Partner Cardinal Reining Horses.

A big THANK YOU of course goes to the Team of CS Ranch – all of 
you, plus the numerous aides, have made SVAG CS Classic one of a 
kind and an unforgettable event. 
 
A big hug to all of you,

Corinna & Eric

THANKS  TO OUR
    DEAR PARTNERS…
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Unsere Vermögensberater coachen konzernweit rund 8 Millionen Kunden 
zu den Themen Absicherung, Altersvorsorge und Vermögensaufbau. Seit 
vielen Jahrzehnten entstehen so individuelle Finanzkonzepte, die Men-
schen weiterbringen – ein Leben lang. Nehmen auch Sie jetzt Kontakt auf 
und besprechen Sie Ihre Wünsche und Ziele mit Ihrem Vermögensberater.

Ein guter Coach ist Gold wert. 
Als Finanzcoach unterstützt Sie Ihr Vermögensberater 
bei Absicherung, Altersvorsorge und Vermögensaufbau.

Finden Sie Vermögensberater in Ihrer 
Nähe online unter www.svag.ch
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